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Emissions trading has allowed reduction in emissions of a
critical pollutant and has drawn attention to an important
new policy option, but the success of the program cannot
truly be evaluated until 2000-at least a decade after the
passage of the CAAA.
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apparently avoided the creation

mental community who raise

of local ‘hot spots” in this case,
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but it remains a potential issue for

tions to allowance trading. The

future trading schemes.

such low prices. This may represent an echo of the environmental
objection to emissions trading: If
society is determined to sell something as precious and sensitive as
the right to pollute, the price
should at least be high enough to
draw attention to the purchase
and act as a disincentive for pollution.
Another response to the remarkably low price of allowances is
that it makes it possible to lower
the cap still further. If pollution reduction is so cheap, perhaps soci-
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ety should buy more of it. The
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U.S. political considerations has

tion of critical loading criteria to

critical loadings on sensitive ar-

also inhibited agreement on a

determine emission reduction tar-

eas. If the drafters of the legisla-

comprehensive international SO1

gets provides a rational basis that

tion had known how low the cost

reduction protocol. The Economic

is lacking in U.S. legislation. Com-

of reduction would be, they might

Commission for Europe, an

bining the best features of the two

well have pushed for a lower cap.

agency that includes all of the na-

approaches might help reduce air

ooking toward the future,

tions of Eastern and Western

pollution cost-effectively on both

there is no basis for “one

Europe, the U.S. and Canada, has

continents.
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he U.S. “cap and trade” ap-

size fits all” advocacy of emis-

been working since 1979 to re-

sions trading across the board. A

duce the long range transport of

more promising direction would

air pollutants in Europe and

be an analysis of the conditions

North America. It has developed

innovation, but it is too early to

under which various policy op-

a series of agreements that limit

tell how effective it will ultimately

tions are most appropriate. When

the export of pollutants across na-

be in achieving its goals. The flexi-

is emissions trading the right an-

tional boundaries, with reduc-

bility introduced by the trading

swer? What factors made it more

tions based upon the concept of

option, within firms at least as

immediately effective in the case

critical loading of sensitive envi-

much as between them, appears

of refinery lead reduction? When

ronments. The U.S. has worked to

to be a valuable contribution, but

are other market-based incentives

weaken the SO2 standard because

hard quantitative evaluation of its

likely to be more effective than

it conflicts with the CAAA, and

results is not yet possible. To be

emissions trading? And when is

has refused to become a party to

more effective, future agreements

traditional regulation still the best

the agreement. Surprisingly little

for other pollutants should reduce

approach? It might be reassuring,

work has been done to reconcile

the administrative complexities of

for example, to maintain rigorous,

the two approaches or even to de-

the CAAA, set more objectively

burdensome, command and con-

termine the true on-the-ground

based reduction goals, and en-

proach to lowering SO2

emissions has been a major policy

courage a more rapid phase-in of
the reduction process. Nonetheless, the low cost and accelerated
reduction of SO] emissions to
date, whatever its causes, is certainly a major accomplishment.
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Endnotes:
1. Our review centered on interviews
with more than a dozen key participants and observers of the CAAA
emissions trading process, supplemented by examination of a number
of major documents related to the advocacy and development of emissions
trading. We thank the Joyce Foundation for their support of our research,
and absolve them of responsibility for

Before trading began it was quite wclear kozo tke players zoouldfare.

our findings.
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